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Houston Office Partner Honored as Texas Bar Foundation Fellow
Houston Office Partner Tara Grundemeier has been elected to membership in the Fellows of the
Texas Bar Foundation. Each year only the top one-third of one percent of attorneys are invited to
become Fellows of the Texas Bar Foundation. Fellows of the Foundation are selected for their
outstanding professional achievements and their demonstrated commitment to the improvement of
the justice system throughout the state of Texas.
“I’m thrilled to join such a prestigious group focused on promoting justice and enhancing victims’
services in the State of Texas,” Tara said.
Fellows are also chosen for their commitment to their community. Tara is active with the Houston
Bar Association Lawyers for Literacy Committee and is one of the 2018-2019 co-chairs. Houston
office employees also recently participated in the “Food from the Bar” event held in partnership with
the Houston Food Bank. Tara organized the Linebarger volunteer group that included 33 employees
and their friends/family members.
Once nominees are selected, they must be elected by the Texas Bar Foundation Board of Trustees.
Membership has grown from an initial 255 Charter Members in 1965 to more than 9,500 Fellows
throughout Texas today.
The Texas Bar Foundation is the largest charitably funded bar foundation in the country.
Founded in 1965 by lawyers determined to assist the public and improve the profession of law, the
Texas Bar Foundation has maintained its mission of using the financial contributions of its
membership to build a strong justice system for all Texans. To date, the Texas Bar Foundation has
distributed more than $19 million throughout Texas to assist nonprofit organizations with a wide
range of justice-related programs and services.
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About Linebarger Goggan Blair & Sampson, LLP
Linebarger Goggan Blair & Sampson, LLP is a national law firm with a practice dedicated to the
collection of delinquent accounts receivable for government.
For more than 40 years, Linebarger has been providing customized collection programs for its public
sector clientele. Our services allow our clients to spend more of their time and limited resources on
providing the core services their constituents expect, while avoiding unnecessary tax increases and
cuts to essential public services. For more information, please visit www.LGBS.com

